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OBJECTIVE 

The goal of this work is offer a specific tool for identify scams on academic health journals, through 
the analysis of their acomplisment of selected quality sources criteria. 

 

METHODS 
 

In order to work with a specific list of health journals, we began making a selection, getting journals 
from multidisciplinary black lists, and journals coming from lists offered by academic literature. After 
that, we selected different sources, all of them focused on quality of academic journals or, specially, 
on academic health journals (16 sources). The work ends checking the journals of our list with all 
these sources, to verify if they are indexed on, or meet the quality criteria, and so, getting a clearer 
picture of the scams journals on academic health literature. 
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1-. GETTING A HEALTH JOURNALS LIST 
 

• Journals coming from black lists: 

There are many black lists of potentially scam publications. One of the premises of our work was 
we had to work with open black lists:  

• Beall List  
• Stop Predatory Journals 
• Kscien List 
• No DOAJ 

All these sources are multidisciplinary, not focused on health sciences. In order to obtain a health 
journals list, the next step was to detect and select them, using the keywords of the MeSH 
Thesaurus and reviewing the titles. 

Results: 476 health journals coming from blacklist are incorporated to the analysis. 

 

• Journals coming from specific health works:  
 

There is a large (and growing) academic literature focused on the scam journals at specific 
medical disciplines. A lot of articles offer a detailed list of scam journals in their fields, helping 
researchers of that field in the difficult task of selecting a journal. 

 
Those journals, many of them health journals, coming from lists on differents articles2, are also 
incorporated to the list. 

 Results: 419 health journals coming from lists on specific health works. 

  

 

The result of this first selection work is a final list with 895 (476 + 419) journals. All of them health 
or related with health journals, and potentially predatory. 

 
 

 

2-. SELECTING QUALITY SOURCES FOR THE ANALYSE 
 

Once we have the final journal list, we need to select the quality sources to check journals 
reliability. There are a lot of quality indicators to measure how confidence a health journal is. We 
have selected the following ones:  

 
2 See these reference at the final reference list 

https://beallslist.net/
https://predatoryjournals.com/journals/
http://kscien.org/predatory.php
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Y_Sza4rPDkf-NNX9kwiErGrKeNTM75md9B63A_gVpaQ/edit#gid=0
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1. Databases: the inclusion of a journal in these databases is a quality indicator, because the 
source has strict quality criteria in their selection, or just because they are comprehensive 
databases, that collect all the academic journals (or all the academic open journals), meaning 
sources with title and ISSN, published by academic organisations: 

 

a. Web of Science 
b. Medline 
c. Scopus 
d. Ulrichweb 
e. DOAJ 

 

2. Editors recommendations:  we have selected four differents editors association, with strict 
criteria of quality for academic journals, and specially, health academic journals: 
 

a. ICMJE 
b. WAME 
c. COPE 
d. ISMTE 

 

3. Other sources: according on our objective, we have selected any other quality sources, all of 
them focused on academic journal. These sources are databases, actually, and present a list 
of checked journals according their quality criteria: 

 

a. JournalGuide 
b. JournalTOC 
c. Retraction Watch 

 

 

3-. CHECKING JOURNALS  
 

On one hand, we have a health journal list, potentially scams, to analyze their reliability. On the other 
hand, a selection of quality sources to check the journals and have more information about what 
they are and what their aim is. 

Checking the journals with all those quality criteria allows us have more information about the journal 
reliability, and offer more information to health researchers in order to select a journal to publish. 

https://trobes.uv.es/permalink/34CVA_UV/um6gse/alma991002135189706258
https://trobes.uv.es/permalink/34CVA_UV/um6gse/alma991002189239706258
https://trobes.uv.es/permalink/34CVA_UV/um6gse/alma991002179899706258
https://ulrichsweb.serialssolutions.com/
https://doaj.org/
http://www.icmje.org/journals-following-the-icmje-recommendations/
https://www.wame.org/journals-whose-editors-belong-to-wame
https://publicationethics.org/members
https://www.ismte.org/page/MembersJournals
https://www.journalguide.com/
http://www.journaltocs.ac.uk/suggest.php#selection
http://retractiondatabase.org/RetractionSearch.aspx?
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WAY TO PRESENT THE DATA: Airtable 
 

The tool is presented on a free software, Airtable, which works similar to Excell but with more 
features: present data in the cloud, share them with users, allows users interactivity, and finally, is 
possible to embed it on WordPress.  

 

HOW TO USE THE TOOL ON AIRTABLE 
 

Users can access to the tool on the UV Library web service: “On no publicar” 

1-. First, click on “View larger version”, to expand it:

 
 

 

https://airtable.com/shrrVPFpjf9oMLzdz/tblRP5wUJfU83lbv5/viwf1pEaWN773Eb9r?backgroundColor=green
https://investsbd.blogs.uv.es/on-publicar/fraus-editorials/
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Quality criteria: users can check if the journal is indexed or meet the quality criteria of a source 
(YES/NO) 

 
Source from wich the journal comes 

 

2-. Searching for a specific journal: the tool allows searching by title, ISSN or another data (country, 
publisher etc.). Pay attention because more of these journals are scams: meaning, there are fake 
ISSN, even no ISSN at all. 

The search box is right, on the top: 

https://airtable.com/shrrVPFpjf9oMLzdz
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3-. Obtaining information about a journal: once we have select a journal, then “Expand record 
(space)” and we’ll get a window with all the information about the journal 
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4-. Searching by subject: users can search journals by subject, through the use of filters or 
grouping by field, on “Subject” field 
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